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Who Are We
OT Marketplace is a professional learning service
marketplace that lets you find the best programs
for your workforce while connecting you with the
premier training intervention providers. We have

partnered with 5000+ learning solution providers
and have created a repository of 3000+ learning
solutions.

Committed to excellence in
corporate learning & development
We partner with large enterprise customers to
transform their people's upskilling experiences
and measure growth for their organization.
Our customized learning programs fit into the
way you do business.

At OT, we are thinking of your
growth at a different level. We
enable organizations to achieve
their full potential by helping
them build their learning
strategies at a better speed.

Why Do We Matter
B2B CEOs/leaders expect service providers
to deliver an e-commerce like customer
experience. They want search results that
are designed with users at the center, there
is a proliferation of options to choose from.

Our Offerings

At OT Marketplace we help you
Discover, Evaluate and Avail services
through a single aggregated platform.
This promotes shorter turnaround time
in browsing, booking and delivering
modules.

Managed Service Provider
An aggregated marketplace where
we assist you in your complete
journey (from buying to delivery).

Wide Range Of Programs

Learning Delivery Forms

Transparent Pricing

Measurable Results

Choose from learning programs
and courses on emerging topics
that keep your employees top of
the skilled race.

Check and compare the program
designs and quoted prices of
renowned players in the market.

On-Demand Services

Effective mix of Instructor-Led
Training, Virtual Instructor-Led
Training, Blended, E-learning &
Hands-on coaching.

Track progress and get detailed
reports on participation, completion,
engagement, knowledge retention,
etc.

We offer upskilling program
customization and preferred
vendor on-boarding.
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The Marketplace Experience
Browse
Trainers/
Speakers/
Consultants

Select
Course/
Program

Assisted
SME Led
Customization

Benefits

Book An
Upskilling
Program

Data Driven
Session
Results

OT Marketplace allows trainers, practitioners,
speakers and service providers to expand their
solution portfolio. When you turn to our
experienced SMEs, you can trust that they will
have the skills required to teach and train that
your management team may lack.

The network
effect

Workshops

Delivery &
Support

Consulting

Leadership Development Programs
Executive Coaching

Speakers

New Hire Bootcamps

Assessments

Degree Programs From Universities
Content Creation services

Quality check of supplier
for compliance

Getting access to bestin-class faculty and SMEs

Gains via reduced
employee iteration

Engaging delivery
model for best results
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Request for a demo to
see the platform in action
L&D must take a hard look at employee
capabilities and determine which are most
essential to support the execution of the
company’s business strategy.
- Mckinsey

Reach Out
To Us
Website
ot.market
Phone
+91 8123617991
Email
info@ot.market
Address
#14, AJR Pride, 2nd Floor
27th Main Rd, Sector-1, HSR Layout,
Bengaluru, Karnataka 560102

